
Non-Invasive Prenatal Test 
TEST ORDER FORM

Hospital / Clinic Information:Patient Information:

Test Information: Test Indications:

Patient Consent:

Name: .................................................................................

Date of birth: .......................................................................

Address: .............................................................................

Email: ..................................................................................

Tel / Mob No: .......................................................................

My signature on this form indicates that I have read, or had read to me,
the informed consent on the back of this form. I understand and agree to
the informed consent and give permission for the laboratory tests 
selected to be performed in accordance with the informed consent. 
I have had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss the benefits, 
limitations and possible risks of the test with my healthcare provider or 
someone my healthcare provider has designated. I know that if I wish, 
I may obtain professional genetic counseling before signing this consent.

Signature: .......................................................................

Date: ...............................................................................

NIPT 23
23 pairs of chromosomes aneuploidies

NIPT 23+
23 pairs of chromosomes aneuploidies + 
20 microdeletions 

Fetal sex to be reported 

Name: .................................................................................

Ordering Physician: .............................................................

Address: .............................................................................

Email: ..................................................................................

Tel / Mob No: .......................................................................

Clinical Information:

Advanced maternal age 

Maternal anxiety / low risk / personal choice

High risk serum screen

Ultrasound Anomaly

History of pregnancy with chromosome aneuploidy

Yes            No

Ultrasound date: ..................Date of blood draw...................

Number of fetuses:    1          2

CRL: ..........................NT Mesurement.................................

Biosytech Medical Laboratory
Villa no 172, Mankhool Road
Next to new dubai nursery, Satwa, Jafflia
P.O.Box: 49527, Dubai, UAE.

+971 4 3988567 info@biosytechworld.com www.biosytechworld.com

Gestational age: ................................Weight........................



+971 4 3988567 info@biosytechworld.com www.biosytechworld.com

NIPT is a pre-natal test for pregnant mother to determine the health of a fetus, which includes the early detection of 
Down Syndrome. The test requires an extraction of cell-free fetal DNA from 10 ml of maternal blood. The shedding of 
placental microparticles during pregnancy means all mothers will carry some fetal DNA few weeks into pregnancy.
These fetal DNA then allows for genome sequencing and a comprehensive background data analysis to determine 
chromosome sequence and number as early as 8 weeks.

Patient Informed Consent For NIPT

Chromosome Aneuploidy is a condition where a person is born with an extra set chromosome in their genome.
The extra chromosome in the 21   chromosome likely is the cause of Down Syndrome or also known as Trisomy 21 (T21).
Other than Down Syndrome (T21), there are few common trisomy that can be detected in a fetus, such as Edward 
Syndrome (T18) and Patau Syndrome (T13). 

Why do i need prenatal test?

st

The risk of newborn baby being born with chromosom abnormality increases significantly with:1. Increase in child 
bearing age of mother {1 in 83 (age 39) vs. 1 in 240 (age 34)}2. Family history of chromosome aneuploidy3. Abnormal 
test result during pregnancy (USG or serum screening)

Risk of Trisomy Related Complication

Microdeletion syndrome is caused by the deletion of small portion of genetic material during chromosome duplication.
In general, the loss of the genetic material carry risks to child’s health and development, such as congenital heart defect, 
delay development of cognitive impairment, autoimmune disease, etc.

NIPT+- Microdeletion

List of Microdeletion Syndrome:
DiGeorge syndrome, 1p36 deletion syndrome, Williams syndrome Koolen-de Vries syndrome, Prader-Willi syndrome, 
Angelman syndrome, Smith-Magenis syndrome, Cri-du-Chat syndrome, 18q deletion syndrome, Wolf-Hirschhorn 
syndrome, Alagille syndrome, Jacobsen syndrome, Hereditary Neuropathy with Liability to Pressure Palsy (HNPP), 
Rubinstein-Taybi syndrome, WAGR syndrome, Potocki-Shaffer syndrome, Miller-Dieker syndrome, 1q21.1 deletion 
syndrome, Kleefstra syndrome, Phelan-Mcdermid syndrome.

Notes:
 
1. References: 
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2. The NiPT23 test employs a non-invasive and low-risk method for the acquisition of a fetal DNA sample. Upon 
collection of 10mL of maternal blood, cell-free fetal DNA can be extracted for subsequent Next Generation Sequencing. 
Chromosome aneuploidy can then be detected using bioinformatics analyses, where the detection rate and sensitivity 
are over 99.9%.

3. Amniocentesis or Chorionic Villus Sampling (CVS) is recommended for samples, which return positive results.
 
4. This test has limitations on the detection of chromosomal structural abnormality for gene dosage changes due to 
micro-deletions, chromosome re-arrangements, translocations, inversions, unbalanced translocations, uniparental 
disomy, and chromosome mosaicism. Screening for these abnormalities has been excluded from the NIPT test. As such, 
given a negative test result, it cannot be claimed that a fetus is free from a genetic disease.
  
5. The accuracy and quality of the test may be affected by improper blood sample collection, storage and transportation.
 
6. The test is not intended for use in women with chromosome aneuploidy, multiple gestation, or women with a gestation 
period of less than 8 weeks.

7. The purpose of this test is limited to the screening of chromosome aneuploidies in suspect unborn fetuses, and it 
does not deliver any form of final confirmation or conclusions, as this test is still in clinical trials. Therefore, the results 
can only serve as a reference for physicians to suggest further treatments at their own discretion. 


